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Civil Rights Compliance
Equal Opportunity Officers
Section 504 and Americans with Disability Act –Sarah Newberry, Director of Special
Education
Title IX – Chris McDaniel, Activities Director
Title VI and All other discrimination complaints –Sarah Newberry, Director of Special
Education and Pupil Services

Title Coordinator’s name, address, and phone number
Section 504 and Americans with Disability Act
Sarah Newberry, Director of Special Education and Pupil Services
1701 County Road CE, Kaukauna, WI 54130
920-766-6100
Title IX
Chris McDaniel, Activities Director
1701 County Road CE, Kaukauna, WI 54130
920-766-6113
Title VI and All other discrimination complaints
Sarah Newberry, Director of Special Education and Pupil Services
1701 County Road CE, Kaukauna, WI 54130
920-766-6100

Non Discrimination Statement
The Kaukauna Area School District does not discriminate on the basis of age, race, creed,
religion, color, physical, mental, emotional or learning disability, marital or parental status,
pregnancy, sex, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, arrest record, conviction
record or military service. Employees of this District are required to comply with the
provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and Title IX of the 1972 Education
Amendments. For additional information on the nondiscrimination policy and/or complaint
procedure, contact the District at 920-766-6100.

Reasonable Accommodations
An opportunity will be available during the selection process for persons with disabilities to
advise the District of any need for reasonable accommodation.

Office of Civil Rights Address
Office for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Education
111 North Canal Street, Suite 1094
Chicago, IL. 60660-7204
Telephone: 312-353-8192
Fax: 312-353-5147
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River

View Middle School

__________

_______

GRADE 7 REGISTRATION FORM 2017-2018
Name 
Female
Last

First





Male

Middle

All 7th grade students will be placed in the core classes of Math, English Language Arts, Science
and Social Studies automatically. Physical Education and Health are the only encore class that
will be automatically scheduled. Physical Education is every other day for the year and Health is
every other day for a semester. It is highly recommended that all students take a variety of
classes while they attend River View Middle School.
Please complete the three steps below in making choices for classes in 7th grade.

Step 1 – Music
Select the Music classes you wish to take. These classes meet every other day all year.
9170
_____ Band
9270
9271
9370

_____

Choir Alto

_____

Orchestra

_____

Choir Soprano

Step 2 – Foreign Language
Select the Foreign Language classes you wish to take. These classes meet every other day all year.
9770
_____ French 7
9870

_____

Spanish 7

Step 3 -- Other Encore Class Choices – Rank the classes below based on interest. These classes meet
every other day for a semester. P
 lease rank all options: 1 – highest interest and 9 – lowest interest.
9002
9003

_____

Technology Education 2

_____

Technology Education 3

9470

_____

Computers 7

9475

_____

Careers for You

9570

_____

Teen Skills

9071

_____

Art Design

9070
9072

_____
_____

Art A
Art B

How many of the “ranked” classes will fit in my schedule?
● Students who do not choose any Music or Foreign Language will receive five of the ranked encore
classes in their schedule.
● Students choosing one Music or Foreign Language class will receive three of the ranked encore
classes in their schedule.
● Students choosing two Music or Foreign Language classes will receive one of the ranked encore
classes in their schedule.
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Though the school will do its best to place all preferred classes in a student’s schedule there is no guarantee this will happen as
classes are sometimes offered at the same time or are at capacity and therefore do not fit into a student’s schedule as requested.
Ranking the above classes provides options if we are unable to place first choice classes into a schedule.

7th Grade Required Course Descriptions
Students will automatically be scheduled into these courses as they are required classes.
Students meeting criteria for Advanced English Language Arts, Advanced Math or Algebra will
be placed in the appropriate course at a later time and families will be notified of placement in
the summer.

7600
English Language Arts 7
All Year-Everyday
English Language Arts (ELA) curriculum is based on the Common Core State Standards
for 7th grade. Throughout the year, students will study the reading and writing process
used in literary fiction, literary non-fiction and informational texts. During quarter one,
students will read and respond widely and deeply to foster a deeper understanding of
the human experience. During quarter two, students will use a variety of thinking
strategies to analyze, understand, and create text for personal enrichment, inquiry and
problem solving. During quarter three, students will collect, analyze and cite specific
evidence to formulate questions, construct arguments, make decisions and reinforce
thinking. During quarter four, students will obtain, analyze, and synthesize information
from a variety of resources to express information, change perspectives, clarify thinking,
and make informed decisions. Throughout the year, various forms of technology will be
taught and used to enhance the learning process. Additionally, mentor texts, Reader’s
and Writer’s workshops, collaborative book clubs and Articles of the week will be used
as vehicles for instruction. The students will engage in a variety of writing tasks including
stop and jots, informative essays, personal narratives, argumentative essays, responses
to literature and on-demand writings. Students will be required to participate in
performance task assessments where they will consider the essential questions of each
unit’s focus. Finally, students are expected to read and write independently outside of
class.
7620
Advanced English Language Arts 7
All Year-Everyday
Throughout the year, students will study the reading and writing process used in literary
fiction, literary nonfiction and informational texts. During quarter one, students will read
and use text evidence to support summary, analysis and evaluation of literature, as well
as foster a deeper understanding of the human experience. Using the knowledge gained
through the analysis and evaluation of literature, students will generate, write, revise and
edit a narrative text. During quarter two, students will use a variety of thinking strategies
to analyze, understand, and create text for personal enrichment, inquiry and problem
solving. Text evidence will be used to support summary, analysis and evaluation of
informational texts. Furthermore, students will develop questions to research following
their reading; leading to significant research about the chosen topic. Using the research
gathered, students will apply the writing process; writing, revising and editing an
informative/explanatory text. During quarter three, students will collect, analyze and cite
specific evidence to synthesize information from multiple sources. Students will
formulate questions, construct arguments, make decisions and reinforce thinking about
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various topics. With awareness of audience, purpose and content-specific vocabulary,
students will write, revise, edit, publish and conduct a social action project. During
quarter four, students will obtain, analyze, and synthesize information from a variety of
resources about historical topics to express information, change perspectives, clarify
thinking, and make informed decisions. Students will write, revise, edit and publish an
in-depth text about a chosen historical topic; using appropriate and content-specific
words or phrases. Throughout the year, various forms of technology will be utilized to
enhance the learning process, as well as to develop strong presentation skills in front of
large and small audiences. To qualify for Advanced ELA 7, students must meet set
criteria. Criteria may include MAP data, classroom assessment data, state
assessment data and teacher recommendation.
7200
Math 7
All Year-Everyday
Math 7 students will concentrate on working with integers, rational numbers, expressions
and equations, inequalities, ratios and proportions, graphing, percent, geometry,
probability and statistics.
7230
Accelerated Math 7
All Year-Everyday
Advanced Math students concentrate on applying problem solving strategies, reviewing
the necessary arithmetic skills for a first year Algebra course, understanding number
theory concepts and understanding basic algebraic concepts. Scientific calculators are a
requirement for this course. This class is for those students who have demonstrated
advanced knowledge of math concepts. Successful completion of this course advances
students to Algebra. To qualify for Accelerated 7, students must successfully
complete Advanced Math 6 and meet the set criteria. Criteria may include MAP
data, classroom assessment data, state assessment data, and teacher
recommendation.
7220
Algebra
7
All Year-Everyday
Algebra is the same course which is taught in the high school. Topics covered include
the basic rules of algebra, signed numbers, equations, inequalities, graphing, functions,
systems of equations, exponents, radicals, polynomials and quadratics. Successful
completion of this course advances students to Geometry. To qualify for Algebra 7,
students must successfully complete Advanced Math 6 and meet the set criteria.
Criteria may include MAP data, classroom assessment data, state assessment
data, and teacher recommendation.
7300
Social Studies 7
Semester-Everyday
7th grade Social Studies is a study of the Eastern Hemisphere with a major emphasis on
the growth of ancient civilizations. Units include Early Man, Ancient Egypt, Middle East,
Religions,
Ancient
China,
Ancient
Rome,
Ancient
Greece,
and
the
Renaissance/Reformation. Essential ideas include cultures, beliefs, customs,
revolutions, and primary/secondary sources which are emphasized throughout all units.
The use of technology is used to enhance student involvement and to promote 21st
century skills. The 10 key disciplinary literacy standards are incorporated throughout the
semester.
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7400
Science 7
Semester-Everyday
Science in 7th grade is the study of life. It incorporates topics such as the structure and
function of organisms from the cellular level, through the whole organism, and on to their
niche within their ecosystem. Students will delve more specifically into the concepts of
natural selection, adaptations, and genetics.
7002 8th Grade Practice, Intervention & Enrichment (PIE)
All YearEveryday
All 7th and 8th grade River View Middle School students will participate together in PIE
time for 35 minutes daily to support academic growth. Qualifying students will receive
practice in math or intervention in math/reading. All other students will take part in
enrichment rotations which are designed to be an extension of the curriculum.
All students will have the opportunity to choose an enrichment rotation. Please note that
students who qualify for practice or intervention will be scheduled into that course during
PIE time instead of an enrichment rotation.
Enrichment classes will rotate every six weeks. A student in enrichment will have six
different courses through the year. Students scheduled in intervention and practice will
remain until exit criteria is met.
PIE is not a graded course, however a parent communication report is sent every six
weeks.

7th Grade Required Encore Courses
9970
Physical Education 7
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
Physical Education at the middle school level is designed to meet the individual needs of
all students. At the end of the middle school program the students will have an
awareness of physical fitness in accordance with his/her capabilities as evidenced by
his/her participation in team sports, individual sports, lifetime activities and rhythm
activities.

9670
Health 7
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
This required course will allow students to learn strategies to address and cope with
mental health issues that impact the social, emotional and academic aspects of their
lives. Through the use of projects, group work, class discussions and technology
students will gain a deeper insight into the importance of thinking critically about how
their actions and behaviors influence peers and their own overall health and well being.
Students will learn how to recognize when someone needs CPR, how to call for help,
and how to give CPR and use an AED. Students will also learn about school,
community and outside agencies and how they can help assist them with making
decisions relation to nutrition, mental and ATODA issues.
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7th Grade Encore Courses
9170
Band
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
The 7th grade band prepares and performs a wide variety of music including marches,
popular tunes, and standard concert band literature. This music is performed at three
concerts throughout the year. Other various performances may be required. Students
receive small group lessons each week. Students are strongly encouraged to have
previous band instruction, although this is not a requirement. Students who have not
had previous instruction are encouraged to take summer band lessons through the
district
9270
Choir Alto
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
9271
Choir Soprano
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
The seventh grade choir course content includes singing of standard choral literature
with emphasis on the voice and voice production. The soprano section/class sing notes
in the highest vocal range while the alto section/class sings the lower notes in the
literature. Students will learn and perform many different styles of music. Note reading
and part-singing will also be stressed. Students will receive a small group lesson once a
quarter. Students in seventh grade choir may audition to participate in Jazz Choir for
their 8th grade year.
9370
Orchestra 7
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
In 7th grade orchestra, students will develop and refine their musical knowledge and
enhance their skills in order to perform more challenging repertoire. Students are
strongly encouraged to have played a string instrument for at least one year prior to
taking orchestra. Students will perform in three concerts throughout the year, participate
in a Solo & Ensemble festival in the spring, as well as other festivals, clinics, and
community performances as scheduling permits. Students will also participate in one
small group lesson each week.
9002
Technology Education 2
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
Technology 2 is a fun, challenging, hands-on class where students spend time in both a
traditional shop and a contemporary computer-based technology center. Students will
work on various problem solving activities in a team learning environment. They will
learn about safe machine usage and space transportation by designing and building a
scale model rocket. Students will have an opportunity to create original vinyl stickers and
heat-transfer decals while learning about digital graphic manipulation through the use of
Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop. Class fee: $7.00
9003
Technology Education 3
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
Technology 3 is a fun, challenging, hands-on class where students spend time in both a
traditional shop and a contemporary computer-based technology center. Students will
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work on various problem solving activities in a team learning environment. They will
learn about safe machine usage, aviation, construction forces principles, and
engineering problem solving. Students will explore 3D design/printing by using Tinkercad
and Sketchup in the technology center.. Class fee: $7.00
9070
Art A
Semester-Day 1 or Day 2
This course will emphasize further development of basic skills to communicate ones
ideas and experiences through figure drawing, use of clay (slab and coil), one point
perspective, printing and layered paper cut out designs (Mola). Class fee: $7.00
9071
Art Design 7
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
The course content of "Introduction to Design" will include the discussion and application
of the six elements of art; color, line, space, texture, shape, and values. The course will
contain various two dimensional projects along with some brief history of Logo Design.
Some of these projects will include billboard design, optical art, paper folding, crayon
resist and four letter design. Class fee: $7.00
9072
Art B
Semester-Day 1 or Day 2
The course of study for this class will include drawing (cartoons, abstract, still life),
plaster masks, color theory and painting to further enhance development of basic skills
to communicate ones ideas and experiences. Class fee: $7.00
9470
Computers 7
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
The seventh grade computer curriculum covers important skills students need to know
for the future. Students will work with advanced features of Word and PowerPoint to
create various projects. Students will be introduced to Excel and developing
spreadsheets for simple organization of information. Students will engage in online
learning and collaboration through the use of Google Apps for Education. Understanding
technology terminology is woven throughout the course as well.
9475
Career for You
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
Not sure what you want to do after high school? Not sure what careers are best suited
for your strengths, interests, and academic ability? In Careers for You, you will explore
multiple career pathways to gain a better understanding of career options that match up
to your skill set and interest areas. You will hear from many professionals in different
fields. The speakers will share their experiences of how their strengths, interests, and
academic ability placed them in a career they love. Additionally, you will research
careers to learning about day-to-day responsibilities, wages, and training necessary.
Lastly, you will learn how to design your first resume, learn interviewing skills and begin
thinking about a four year plan. Careers for You is a the perfect class to dig deeper into
what your future can look like.
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9570
Teen Skills
Semester-Day 1 or Day
2
In this class, you will learn what it takes to be a productive, responsible teenager. You
will learn how to set realistic goals as well as what it takes to make well-informed
decisions that follow your morals and values. You will begin to understand why we think
and act the way we do. A variety of discussions, projects, and activities will keep you
engaged and interactive throughout the semester. Class fee: $7.00

9770
French 7
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
Students will study introductory French vocabulary, grammar, and culture through a
variety of projects, songs, games, and partner activities. This class will provide the basic
building blocks for 8th grade French language study. This course is a prerequisite for
students who want to take French 8. For students planning to attend a post high
school institution you may want to investigate if there are foreign language requirements
and how you may meet those requirements while a student in Kaukauna.
9870
Spanish 7
All Year-Day 1 or Day 2
Students will be introduced to level I Spanish vocabulary, grammar and culture through a
variety of projects, songs, games and partner activities. The first 2-3 chapters of the
course book will be presented in this class and it will provide the basic building blocks for
8th grade Spanish language study. This course is a prerequisite for students
wanting to take Spanish 8. For students planning to attend a post high school
institution you may want to investigate if they have foreign language requirements and
how you may meet those requirements while a student in Kaukauna.
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